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We Approach Maturity
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any fundamental disunity among us
could instantly disillusion tens of
thousands who would again turn
their faces to the wall. Hence those
disruptions common to great wealth,
power, or controversy ought never
be for us. Too many of the "million who don't yet know" would
surely die.
Therefore our Fifth Tradition
declares: "Each AA group ought

to be a spiritual entity having but
one primary purpose—that of carrying its message to the alcoholic
who still suffers."
So long as we remain grateful for
what has befallen us, and for so
long as this Tradition of high and
single purpose is indelibly emblazoned on our hearts, our destiny
w i l l be assured. We shall be worthy
of God's providence.

By Bill
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LCOHOLICS Anonymous is
14 years old. Yet no one
thinks we are just entering
adolescence. On the contrary, we
are approaching maturity. Therefore
our problems and responsibilities
as a society are on the increase.
It is becoming clear we cannot be
forever immune from the fearful
pressures that are tearing modern
society apart. Like other societies
of men and women, we shall no
doubt be tempted to enter upon serious controversies. Perhaps some
of us will seek fame and fortune
at the expense of Alcoholics Anonymous. We shall be tempted to attack those who attack us; we shall
yearn for alliances with powerful
friends; we shall wish to write
laws and so enter politics. It will
be difficult to remain neutral in
the science versus religion conflict; some might wish to see AA
divide on sectarian lines. And, as
we become better known, we shall
certainly be offered large grants of
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destruction in the form of money;
we might forget our resolve to stay
poor. These may well be the crucial problems of our maturity; even
now one sees their outlines.
Yet, I am deeply, yes, fervently
convinced that Alcoholics Anonymous will weather all adversities
and every test of time for so long
as God shall need us. My faith in
our future rests upon certain facts
of our experience:
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IRST, we now humbly gaze
upon 80,000 miracles of personal recovery; we see that each
of us has been enabled by God's
Grace to achieve the impossible.
In each life, unity has risen far
above former chaos. This being
God's grant to us personally, we
may, if we are worthy, surely expect an equal unity for AA as a whole.
Second, we are sure there must
be a million alcoholics who would
join AA tomorrow if only they knew
what we do. We keenly realize that
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